Contact me today and give yourself the romantic
getaway you deserve!

romance
Take your lover to the Eiffel Towel at Paris Las Vegas or meet at the
Empire State building outside New York-New York. Wherever you ﬁnd
yourself in Las Vegas, you are likely to ﬁnd yourself falling in love.
Stroll arm in arm past the fountains outside the Bellagio, kiss under
the bridges on a gondola ride through the Shoppes at the Venetian or
win your sweetheart an oversized stuffed animal at the many arcades
around the Strip.
Romance is in abundance in Las Vegas, and you don’t have to look far
to ﬁnd it.
Nothing sets the mood better than relaxing and rejuvenating with
specialty spa treatments you’ll only ﬁnd in the exclusive spas of
Las Vegas. Even in the desert, the snow melts on your skin at the Qua
Baths at Caesars Palace. And the steam heats things up at Palms Place
in the hammam, Vegas’ ﬁrst traditional Turkish bath. It’s a modern,
sensual experience you’d be hard-pressed to ﬁnd anywhere else.

After a day of pampering, enjoy sharing a gourmet meal with someone
special, prepared by a cadre of notable names. Enjoy Wolfgang Puck’s
legendary Spago in the Forum Shops or make a reservation at the
acclaimed Guy Savoy, located inside Caesars Palace.
Dine under crystal and feather chandeliers while toasting to your good
fortune at the decadent Alex inside Wynn Las Vegas. Chef Alessandro
Stratta’s French Riviera cuisine has been heralded by the critics. Or
head next door to Encore and enjoy Sinatra, where classic memorabilia
hints at an era of total decadence.
Be sure to save room for dessert. Try the world-famous frozen hot
chocolate at Serendipity 3. Order one and ask for two spoons.
Drunk on love, retreat to your private room or suite. Views from the
new ARIA are unrivaled and breathtaking. That’s to say nothing of the
state-of-the-art ambiance. Control temperature and even mood music
from one central control panel in each room.

The city’s newest addition, CityCenter, features the acclaimed spas of
ARIA, Mandarin Oriental and Vdara. The ARIA Resort Spa and Salon
offers a lengthy menu of treatment options including intimate couples
massages, heated-stone ganbanyoku beds and the fresh air of the salt
room.

For taking the next big step on life’s romantic journey, Las Vegas offers
every kind of marriage ceremony. Let Elvis read your vows in one of the
downtown chapels or opt for a more traditional ceremony at the Strip’s
most opulent hotels. Experienced staff will be by your side every step
of the way.

Book your special package just for two at Reliquary Spa inside the Hard
Rock Hotel and Casino for a hint at hip in your relaxation regimen.

Get away with someone special today. If you can dream it, you can do
it together in Las Vegas.

IF YOU’RE THINKING ABOUT A VISIT TO LAS VEGAS,
YOUR TRIP JUST GOT A WHOLE LOT BETTER.

